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Dear all,
First of all, let me extend my gratitude to you
all for being a part of India Fashion Forum
2019 and making it bigger, and even better
than ever before. I also take this opportunity
to thank all our key partners -- NIFTA, Infor
Nexus, UNBXD, NIFT, WGSN, and Instituto
Marangoni. Thanks to your support, the 19th
edition of IFF went miles in drawing a current
and truly meaningful perspective to the
Business of Fashion in India.
While the success of the event was
unreservedly fulﬁlling, putting together
pieces for this follow up issue turned out to
be an ardourous task. This year, if there’s one
thing that stood out in IFF 2019 is the vigour
with which the entire fashion value chain
is adapting to these changes in technology,
trends and consumer perspectives. The rate
at which every business from this sphere is
attuning themselves and is assimilating to
the pervading changes, it was fairly clear that
the Indian Fashion Retail industry is up for a
great future. While the opportunity that this

sector is poised to offer in the years to come
is beyond doubt, the achievement of this
would depend on India’s fashion companies
mastering a few indispensable essentials.
Sticking to this year’s theme, Innovate the
Future of Fashion, the 19th edition of the India
Fashion Forum exercised a 6-point game-plan
for a powerful fashion business in this age of
millennials. The two day extravaganza, in a
unique way through various sessions, round
table conferences, key-note addresses and
customer experience forums, moved a long
way forward in crystalizing the core tenets
driving the dynamic business.
For those who missed the event, this issue of
Images BoF brings you a detailed report on all
the key sessions and deliberations at the India
Fashion Forum 2019. I strongly recommend
that you, dear reader, go through the issue
with a pen in hand, quickly marking the
insights that are of actionable value and ideas
that are eminently replicable or inspiring.
Cheers!

Amitabh Taneja
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Showcasing timeless elegance and regal
sophistication, the Ruby series Pearl White
Dial analogue watches are wrist-sized
pieces of perfection
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Located at Ambience Mall, the store brings passion for sports,
design and innovation to a brand new level by creating a unique and
interactive experience for consumers...
IMAGES Business of Fashion

G

lobal sportswear brand, adidas
has announced the launch
of its ﬁrst own retail store at
Ambience Mall in Gurugram in the
presence of the famous Indian cricketer
and Adidas athlete, Rishabh Pant.
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Located at Ambience Mall, the store
brings the passion for sports, design
and innovation to a brand new level
by creating a unique and interactive
experience for the consumers. Rishabh
Pant along with Manish Sapra, Senior

IMAGES Business of Fashion

DTC Director, Global Sales Retail,
adidas India were present to mark the
opening of the store.
adidas through its new sprawling retail
store aims to offer its consumers an
enhanced shopping experience with
an evolved version of footwear display
that increases the offered range on ﬂoor
to more than double. Spread over 3,954
sq.ft., the store at Ambience Mall is the
biggest retail space of the brand in the
National Capital Region.

This adidas store is poised to be
the next destination for Gurugram
shoppers to gain access to adidas’
elaborate product range and will also
enable the brand to both create and
deliver engaging consumer facing
experiences.
Speaking on the occasion of the store
launch, Manish Sapra, Senior DTC
Director, adidas India said, “Consumers
and athletes’ needs are paramount at
adidas; we constantly strive to focus
on creating unique experiences for
our consumers in India. We are glad
to have Rishabh join us today at the
launch of Gurugram’s ﬁrst ‘Home
Court’ format store, which celebrates
adidas’ proud sports heritage, and
provides consumers with a unique and
interactive experience. Now that Home
Court has arrived here in Gurugram,
we’re very excited to take consumer
experiences to an entirely new level
and let more consumers enjoy the
extraordinary shopping experience
that it promises.”

STYLE THAT’S
SUSTAINABLE:
RETAILERS
SLOW DOWN;
RETHINK FAST
FASHION

According to Stephen Leahy’s new
book, it takes 2,000 gallons (7,600
litres) of water to make your favourite
pair of jeans. Did you know that
‘throwaway garments’ contribute
more to climate change than air and
sea travel? Now clothing retailers
are bracing for a backlash. However,
thanks to consciousness shown by
some retailers and brands, responsible
and sustainable fashion is making
in-roads and leading the way…
Zainab S Kazi

E

nough is never enough, especially when it comes to clothes. Ask any
woman and she shall bear testify to the same. Fast forward fashion is
leading to consumers shopping to their heart’s content, but this comes
with some risks – primarily danger to the environment. To quote author
Stephen Leahy from his book ‘Your Water Footprint: The Shocking Facts
About How Much Water We Use to Make Everyday Products’: It takes 2,000
gallons (7,600 litres) of water to make your favourite pair of jeans! However,
thanks to consciousness shown by some retailers and brands, responsible
and sustainable fashion is making in-roads and leading the way.
Global fashion retailer H&M has messages of being environmentally
conscious screaming from their various visual merchandising initiatives.
Steps are also being taken by ITC’s brand Wills Lifestyle. The brand has
recently made the paradigm shift to 100 percent natural ﬁbres and in its new
avatar as WLS, it is the ﬁrst mainstream Indian apparel brand to embark on a
journey of going back to nature.
Vikas Gupta, Divisional Chief Executive Officer, ITC LRBD says evolved
consumers understand the consequences of their actions - on themselves,
their communities and the planet.

INDIA FASHION
FORUM 2019:
INNOVATE THE FUTURE OF FASHION
The India Fashion Forum (IFF) has been at the helm of the Indian fashion retail
evolution. Launched in 2000, IFF is India’s largest fashion retail intelligence
event. The two day annual event has, over the years, embossed itself as the
chief catalyst of fashion business magniﬁcation in India, facilitating the most
powerful brands, companies, professionals, academicians and experts from across
the global fashion fraternity to converge every year with a single minded focus
on learning, sharing, evolving and catalysing the growth of the complete fashion
value chain.
As with every year, IFF 2019 benchmarked a new high, reinforcing its prodigious
stature as the chief instigator of a fashion forward India. Hosted on the 27th and
28th March 2019 at the Renaissance Hotel, Mumbai, the proceedings of the 19th
edition of the event revolved around a 6-point game-plan for a powerful fashion
business in this age of the millennial consumer —

IMAGES
FASHION
AWARDS
2019

The 19th edition of India Fashion Forum
celebrated the biggest night of the
Indian business of fashion felicitating its
outstanding achievements in great style
at the Images Fashion Awards (IFA 2019)
on March 28, 2019 at Hotel Renaissance,
in Powai. In an august gathering of India’s
most proliﬁc luminaries from the fashion
retail fraternity, the ceremony recognised the
achievements of virtuous fashion brands and
retailers across 23 unique categories.
Raymond was the big winner of the day,
calling it a night with 3 awards – IMAGES
Most Admired Fashion Retailer of The Year:
Marketing & Promotion, IMAGES Most
Admired Fashion Design Concept of the Year
and IMAGES Excellence Awards for Speciality
Menswear Brand for its brand Ethnix By
Raymond.
Lifestyle also bagged 2 awards – IMAGES
Most Admired Tech Implementation of the
Year for In-Store Technology and Omnichannel
Tech Implementation. Similarly new enterant,
Crea also won 2 awards – IMAGES Most
Admired Fashion Innovation of the Year for
Varaha and IMAGES Most Admired Fashion
Solox Speaker of the Year.
Amidst new recognitions, a lot of brands were
successful in retaining their titles such as
Vero Moda for IMAGES Most Admired Fashion
Brand of the Year in Women’s Westernwear;
Tommy Hilﬁger for IMAGES Most Admired
Fashion Brand of the Year for Jeans &
Casualwear; W for IMAGES Most Admired
Fashion Brand of the Year for Women’s
Indianwear; Bata for IMAGES Most Admired
Fashion Brand of the Year for Footwear;
and Max Fashion for IMAGES Most Admired
Fashion Retailer of the Year for Large Format
National MBO Chain.
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DUKE
LAUNCHES
MODISH
FLIP FLOP &
SANDAL
COLLECTION ’19
The collection offers a trendy
casual look, high wearing comfort
and classic soles. The shoes
provide a fashion-forward look
with built-in ease of movement…
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nspired by the deﬁning trends of international fashion, Duke has launched
its premium and stylish ﬂip ﬂop and sandal collection ’19. The range
guarantees a vogue and elegant style with latest designs that would be fun,
trendy, colourful and extremely comfortable.
Made from premium PU, EVA and rubber, the ﬂip ﬂops and sandals offer
trendy casual look, high wearing comfort and classic sole.

Kuntal Raj Jain, Director, Duke said on the occasion of the launch:
“Consumers can choose from a wide selection of sole and strap colours,
embossed straps, sand imprinted soles and most importantly different print
processes which ﬁt in with latest design trends. This comfortable ﬂip ﬂop
and sandal collection serves the best of purposes, since our target audience
is today’s youth who want a trendy and stylish range which is sync with
international designs, fashions and quality. Duke is a value for money brand
and our mission is to make international designs and styles available at highly
reasonable prices.”
Duke has an unbeatable marketing network comprising of more than 4,000
multi brand outlets and more than 360 exclusive stores across major cities in
India. The products are also exclusively placed at big chain stores as well as
online shopping portals.

